
 
 

 
 

                      Date: 07.03.2024 

BID BULLETIN No 1 
Provision of Summer Clothing NFI 

 
RFQ R04-24 

 
TO NOTE: Extension of submission date – Section 3, Point 14 concerning Submission 
Date has been amended to 22nd MARCH 2024, 1700 CET 
 
As per Data Sheet instructions this should be by means of Courier submitting hard copy 
of bids along with requested sample kits with one size per lot. Please disregard any 
contrary instructions concerning only email submission of bids.   
 
 
Questions: 

a) “Being it a Long Term Agreement (1 year with the possibility of extension to further 1+1 years), for an 
estimated quantity of 6000 kits, could you clarify if one shot delivery is required? In the case it is not: 
could you specify how many deliveries are expected, and which is the composition of each one?’’ 
 
Answer:  Delivery schedule will be dependent on stocking/population requirements which is not fixed – total 
6000 kits estimated for lifetime of 12 month agreement – however no minimum order guaranteed. It would 
be envisaged however to minimize number of orders based on known forecast of needs – current estimates 
would indicate 2-3 bulk orders over next 8 months.  
 

b) “ The bid should be sent by 15.03.24 by email to iomdeadmin@iom.int as stated on the email cover 
page OR in hard copy (courier/hand delivery) as per SECTION 3 page 14?’’ 
 
Answer:  Kindly send per courier along with samples as per amended cut off date under section 3 page 14 – 
2nd March 2024 – 1700 CET. Please disregard any contrary instruction concerning email submission and note 
extension of deadline.  
 

c) “What is the meaning of price adjustment during the performance of the contract ? As per SECTION 3 
PAR 6 page 14?’’ 

 
Answer:   Refers to right to vary final estimated quantities at time of award and thus the total ‘Not To Exceed 
Amount’ of the LTA to be entered into. Noting however that as previously stated IOM guarantees no 
minimum qty of order for this ITB.   
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

d) ‘’Samples are requested ? If yes, one full sample per LOT, only in one size, is sufficient? As per SECTION 3 
page 15?’’ 
 
Answer:  Yes confirmed – samples are requested – one full sample per LOT in one size.  Samples should be 
submitted with quotation by same deadline.  

 

e) ‘’Are there any color restrictions? Especially for the Rain coats and the shoes/flip flops/sleepers?’’ 
 
Answer:   Color variety preferred where possible especially for children’s items – with only restriction on blue 
which should not be included.  

f) ‘’Additionally please clarify for LONG SLEEVE SHIRT (male/female/children)  if it is requested a long 
sleeve T-shirt 80% cotton type or a normal shirt with buttons to combine with the trousers.’’ 
 
Answer:  This will be shared in subsequent update 
 

g) “It is stated that we should submit samples, please let us know in which product and which size we should 
do the samples, by which date the samples should be submitted.”  

 
Answer: Please refer to answer to question D)   
 

h) “Please advise fiber composition of headscarf;”  

 
Answer: polyester / cotton 
 

i) I would like to kindly ask for some clarification on the delivery date mentioned in section 4. c of the contract. 
The contract states that the delivery date is 4 weeks after signing, but based on our location, capacity, and 
the total number of items required in each lot, we estimate that the delivery would take more than 9 weeks. 
Therefore, we would like to confirm if it is possible to deliver the items within that time frame. Additionally, 
we would like to confirm if the 4 weeks mentioned in the contract are for all lots at once. 
 
Answer: Delivery requirements are set as a minimum requirement from date of issuance of Purchase Order. 
The 4 weeks mentioned in contract are minimum delivery requirement for individual call off orders.   

j) Do you have images of the needed items? 
  

Answer: Images are not available for requested items, IOM open to all items that meet minimum technical 
requirements listed.    
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

k) Will you have any branding on the items (Any logo to be printed on them)? 
 

Answer:    No branding will be required on the items.  

 
 

l) ‘Please clarify if for all summer Pyjamas  are requested long sleeves or short sleeves / long pants or short 
pants ‘ 
 
Answer:    For both shirts and pants pyjamas long sleeves are requested with a light fabric composition 
preferred. 
 
 

m) ‘Slippers are required synthetic slides? Or closed tip toes?’ 
 

Answer:    Closed slipper for indoor use – example  
 
 

n) ‘Flip flops are required as synthetic slides?  or/and single flip flops? ’ 

Answer: Synthetic slides as on the left picture are requested 

 
o) ‘Are plimsolls accepted  both with and without laces?’ 

Answer: Plimsolls will be accepted both with or without laces – with preference for plimsolls 
without laces if possible.  

p) ‘The kits of  1x running shoes/1x plimsols and of  1xslipper/1x flip flop are  required in a in plastic bag or 
carton box?` 
 
Answer:  For transportation and storing (stacking) should be in a carton box 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

q)  ‘How many samples/sizes are required of each item?’ 
 
Answer:  Samples are requested – one full sample per LOT in one size.  Samples should be submitted with 
quotation by same deadline. 

 
r)  Please clarify for LONG SLEEVE SHIRT (male/female/children)  if it is requested a long sleeve T-shirt 80% 

cotton type or a normal shirt with buttons to combine with the trousers 
 
Answer: long sleeve T-shirt 80% cotton type is requested 

 
 
 


